
Commercial Flooring Brochure



“When I set up Rivendell Carpets and Flooring, my aim 
was to provide professional commercial and contract 

flooring to a wide range of organisations. Having 
supplied carpet and flooring for countless businesses 

across Bristol since 2000, my team and I understand the 
importance of finding a flooring supplier that can 
seamlessly fit within your schedule and budget. 

Enjoy our brochure and we’ll be ready when you need 
us.”

Managing Director | Rivendell Carpets & Flooring



For Your 
Business

If you are looking to transform your premises 
with stylish flooring, we can provide you with 
a wide selection of quality carpets, vinyl’s, 
laminates or real wood options to suit all 
budgets. We also offer bespoke floor 
designs if you are looking to integrate your 
brand with your interiors and really impress.

During our no obligation on-site consultation, 
our flooring expert will be available to 
provide advice on colours, styles and 
flooring options. They will bring along 
samples so that you can more easily select 
flooring that matches your existing interiors, 
furnishings and lighting.

During the visit we will also take all of the 
necessary measurements and check the 
condition of existing floors so everything is 
completed at one time and we can provide 
you with a competitive quote quickly and 
with minimal fuss.



Stylish Flooring Made Easy

Free on-site consultation

We come to your premises at a
time that’s convenient for you
bringing a wide range of flooring
samples with us. We can provide
advice on colour, style or flooring
types.

Measure up

Whilst there, we will take all of
the measurements needed to
provide you with a competitive
quotation, so you don’t need to
make another appointment.

Fast quote

Upon selecting your perfect
flooring, we will provide you with
a detailed, competitive quote
within 48 hours. No waiting or
chasing to hear back.

Fitting

If you are happy with our quote,
we will arrange a convenient
time for our professional fitters
to transform your premises with
your new flooring.

OR
Visit our Flooring Studio

This appointment-only creative space is somewhere you can visit to look 

for inspiration and explore the range of gorgeous, high quality flooring 

options from leading suppliers that we have available.



Commercial Expertise 
on Hand

Developers

Schools & Universities Agents & Landlords

Offices

Housing Associations

Retail

HotelsPubs, Restaurants & Bars

At Rivendell we have been providing commercial and contract flooring to a 

wide range of companies and organisations in the Bristol and Bath areas since 

2000. We understand you need a flooring supplier that can fit in seamlessly 

with your schedule and budget with a minimum of fuss.

Bespoke Contract Flooring Design

Whether a restaurant, hotel or office, if you’re looking to wow your guests and 

integrate your brand with your interiors, why not create a bespoke floor 

design?

Incorporate your logo within an entrance area, add beautiful motifs, or choose 

to combine a border around the room in your company colours for a statement 

floor.

Why Choose Rivendell?

•Experienced commercial flooring team

•Huge choice of flooring options

•No obligation consultation at your premises

•Exemplary service

•Collaboration with other contractors

Our next few pages will walk you through some of our top case studies 

through a wide range of sectors.



For Hotels
Stylish Flooring for a Luxury Bath B&B

One of our recent projects took us to the lovely surroundings of Bath where we worked over a 6 month period with the

team at the luxury bed and breakfast, Grove Lodge.

Working with Yvonne, the interior designer for Grove Lodge, we set about the brief - transforming the flooring whilst

complementing the decor of the suites and also ensuring that the end result was practical and durable. Having visited

the premises with Yvonne we were able not only to provide a competitive price but also our expert advice on the right

products for her requirements.

Stylish & Practical Lounge and Bedrooms
When it came to the lounge and bedrooms we wanted to keep the same theme as the rest of the décor and

recommended the contemporary yet classic Cavalier carpets in grey tones. Not only does this mirror the look and feel

of the stairs but this range is well known for its durability and stain resistance.

A Stunning Set of Stairs
Given the daily traffic on the stairs we recommended a carpet made of pure wool because of its durability and

stain resistant properties. We also wanted to make a real statement with the rest of the design and take

advantage of the period features. After supplying Grove Lodge with a collection of designs decided stripes

would match the rest of the house perfectly as well as keeping the staircases fresh and stylish.

Message from Grove Lodge

During the fitting itself, the flooring fitters adapted their work to suit the staff at Grove Lodge. They only took four

days to swiftly complete the entire project and they were very polite. I would definitely recommend Rivendell to

anyone searching for a local flooring company that will get the job done to a high standard.



For Offices

Durable Flooring Project for Dynamic Office Space

Microserve is a Drupal web development agency based Bristol. Due to continued expansion, the team had

outgrown their old offices in the city centre and were looking to move into new offices in the Colston Tower.

Having agreed terms on a whole floor, the exciting part was engaging an interior designer to help bring the

space to life and the choosing the right flooring was an important part of that.

The office is a challenging space with entrance in the middle of the floor and then splitting off onto two sides,

so a key part of the brief was that the design needed to bring the two sides of the space together and ensure a

continuous flow.

The colour palate was chosen partly to reflect the Microserve brand but also the vibrant industry it works in.

The team also wanted the final finish to reflect the personality of the team and make it somewhere people

want to come to work.

Having such a large area of open space allowed for a more dynamic use of flooring. Having discounted a

standard wooden floor, the team opted for durable carpet tiles from Modulyss. A sustainable solution that is

ideal for creating a bespoke look using different textures, but take heavy wear and use but still looked colourful

and stylish and able to bring the whole look together.

Message from Microserve

The investment of using an interior designer and expertise of the team at Rivendell definitely allowed us to create

a unique space. We are really pleased with the result and clients are always saying how much they enjoy visiting

our offices now, which is the real test.



For Retail
Corks are one of Bristol’s leading independent wine, spirit and beer merchants. There are currently 3 

locations in Bristol – Cotham Hill, North Street and the most recent in Wapping Wharf which also includes 

a bar.

The flooring in the shop was becoming old and outdated, Corks needed something that was both stylish 

and durable enough to withstand customers regularly coming in and out of the shop. Following an initial 

consultation with Dominic and Rachel of Cork’s Cotham location, Rivendell removed the outdated existing 

flooring in the shop and replaced it with stunning LVT to match the look and feel of the brand.

Choosing The Right Flooring

Following the flooring consultation, we recommended Luxury Vinyl Tiles (LVT) from Amtico’s Signature 

collection as the best flooring option to meet Cork’s requirements. These tiles of vinyl are completely 

customisable to any design preference and offer the same great benefits as vinyl including a 20 year 

warranty and anti-slip features.

An additional benefit of opting for LVT over sheet vinyl was the ease of replacement should the flooring be 

damaged.

Message from Corks of Cotham

Following an initial consultation with Mandy and her team, we were confident they could deliver within our agreed budget and timeframes. The work was completed in a 

timely manner and we are blown away with the results, the LVT is just as we envisioned and adds a new dimension of style to the shop. I’d have no hesitation in 

recommending the team at Rivendell.



For Housing Associations

Alliance Homes Group set about to achieve their mission of attaining stronger communities, building better homes, and creating a smarter business. They aim 

to deliver services as efficiently and effectively as possible whilst continuing to reinvest in the homes and communities which they serve. Currently owning 

around 6,500 properties and providing housing and housing related support to approximately 12,000 people, the Housing Association enlisted the help of 

Rivendell for 17 of their latest new-build properties.

Working With Alliance

Having discovered Rivendell whilst searching for local flooring companies online, Alliance chose to work with us due to our quick response, matching their 

particular requirements, and our extensive experience of working within the commercial sector. Having previous experience in providing flooring solutions for 

housing associations meant that we understood their requirements very well and could constructively advise them on the most suitable products.

Following the on-site consultation, Alliance Homes Group decided to floor all of their new build properties with a hardwearing carpet that could easily be 

maintained and cleaned.

Installation

With tenants already lined up and ready to move in, working efficiently and hitting deadlines was essential. During the fitting process the Rivendell team noticed 

that some of the doors needed to be sanded down so that they could open smoothly over the new carpet. Fortunately, our onsite team were able to offer an 

immediate solution for Alliance Homes Group in the form of our fully trained and experienced team who had the right equipment to quickly solve the issue.

Message from Alliance Homes Group

I would definitely recommend Rivendell to other housing associations. The best thing about Rivendell was 

the fact the whole process was hassle free. They kept us updated about what was happening with the whole 

process. As a housing association, we have lots to do in a short space of time so we don’t have time to 

chase the companies we work with but Rivendell just made it really quick and easy”.



Carpet is a versatile flooring option popular with
many of our commercial clients. A new carpet
can bring a touch of luxury to a retail outlet,
elegance to a hotel room and a warm welcome to
an office. The wide range of styles and designs
available enable it to suit any style of commercial
space.

The benefits of choosing carpet

• Comfortable and warm under foot

• Huge range of options with various fibers, 
colours, patterns & textures

• Provides heat and sound insulation

• Carpet options to match most budgets

• Non-slip surface

Water resistant, durable and easy to clean,

vinyl is an excellent choice for any room in your

commercial space, lending itself particularly to

restaurants or kitchen areas.

Available in a wide range of styles, design

details and safety technologies, vinyl is an

affordable option offering style, durability and

long-lasting performance; so you are bound to

find one that suits your tastes.

Designed to Last

Designed for high durability, vinyl flooring is

both resilient and hard-wearing. With

substantial slip resistant features and low

maintenance, hygienic properties vinyl is the

perfect solution for high traffic areas.

If you are looking for a floor of distinction and 

timeless quality, then wood may be at the top of 

your list. The clean lines and wonderful 

natural patterns within wooden flooring can 

transform a premises into a truly special place.

Wooden flooring options

Solid wood – As the name suggests each piece

is a solid unique piece of timber and provides

maximum character.

Engineered wood – This is comprised of layers

of wooden boards secured together and topped

with timber of your choice.

Laminate – An image of wood is laminated onto a

backing board. This is a cost-effective way to

achieve a wood look and is an extremely durable.

Carpet Vinyl Wood



Customer Reviews
“During the fitting itself, the flooring fitters adapted their work to
suit the staff at the hotel. They only took four days to swiftly
complete the entire project and they were very polite. I would
definitely recommend Rivendell to anyone searching for a local
flooring company that will get the job done to a high standard.”

“I am delighted with the way our new office looks. It is the perfect
environment for the team to work and welcome clients. Our
experience with the team at Rivendell was fantastic from start to
finish. When I contacted them, we were working to a tight
deadline as the internal office was scheduled for completion
within the week and we couldn’t easily change the date. They
came out to the office very quickly, provided a competitive quote
and within 2 days everything was arranged. The advice provided
was just what we needed and having samples on hand made
colour selection straightforward. Their expertise is evident and
their service without question.”

“Following an initial consultation with Mandy and her team, we
were confident they could deliver within our agreed budget and
timeframes. The work was completed in a timely manner and we
were blown away with the results, the LVT is just as we
envisioned and adds a new dimension of style to the shop. I’d
have no hesitation in recommending the team at Rivendell.”



Contact Us

Call 0117 963 7979, take a look at our website www.rivendellcarpets.co.uk, 

or visit our studio by appointment

http://www.rivendellcarpets.co.uk/

